Dear ADAMS Users,

In advance of the November 28 release of ADAMS Version 3.5, WADA wishes to alert Users to the addition of key upgrades, including a free Whereabouts app for smartphones.

The new mobile app will be immediately available for iPhones, with an Android version to follow in December.

Several system enhancements are also included in the upcoming release to optimize the use of ADAMS at the upcoming 2014 Sochi Winter Olympic Games.

ADAMS Whereabouts App
Using the ADAMS Whereabouts App, athletes can enter, check, change and submit their whereabouts on the go in seconds, with just a few clicks.

Specifically, Users can:

- Log in.
- View and update upcoming whereabouts in 60-minute time slots previously submitted online.
- View a calendar of all whereabouts entries and locations.
- Modify whereabouts entries, including travel entries, team entries and attachments.
- View and modify address book entries.
- Display maps to identify locations.
- Use GPS mapping to identify their current location, and update their whereabouts accordingly.
- Receive whereabouts reminders as push notifications.

TUE Diagnosis Tab Accessibility
Anti-Doping Organizations (ADOs) that approved a Therapeutic Use Exemption (TUE) can share the athlete's TUE diagnosis information with another relevant ADO, including Major Event Organizations (MEOs), in accordance with relevant International Standards.

Quick DCF
The “Quick DCF” function allows Users to create one Doping Control Form (DCF) with multiple Sample types (urine, blood, ABP blood passport). DCFs created using this function will display the status "Complete Sample(s) Collected."

Quick Search - MEOs
MEOs can now use Quick DCF, TUE and Test search functions to complete post-event administrative tasks.

Date of Birth Mandatory
The athlete’s date of birth is mandatory for all new records. Existing records must be updated by the Whereabouts Custodian for active profiles.

Negative Finding Accessibility
Negative Finding records (records generated when a DCF linked to a negative result is deleted at the end of its retention period) for WADA-authorized tests are now available to the Result Management Authority (RMA).
Sanction and ADRV Notifications
WADA is automatically notified of Anti-Doping Rule Violations (ADRVs) and sanctions with the status "Entry Complete."

hGH and Marker Reporting
Updates to the 2012 International Standard for Laboratories (ISL) require laboratories to follow specific protocol when reporting hGH and hGH Marker Adverse Analytical Findings.

The new Sample Analysis Attributes have been manually created in ADAMS. Each type is associated with four dedicated (new) Threshold Substances, which are available as selection options from the List of Prohibited Substances.

Lab Results - Not Analyzed
The Sample status "Not Analyzed" has fewer mandatory fields.

Resources
- Complete ADAMS documentation is now available online and allows for keyword search: http://adams-docs.wada-ama.org.
- For questions or concerns regarding the release of ADAMS Version 3.5, please contact us at adams@wada-ama.org.

Thank you for your ongoing commitment to the coordination of anti-doping activities via ADAMS.

Sincerely,

The ADAMS Team